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This month’s tips provided by Melissa Cody,
Affiliate Director for Nebraska
You can use the tips in this month’s newsletter to take an active
role in helping your child grow as a Future Problem Solver. Here are
some suggestions on how you can provide assistance and support at
home.
Learn about the program. A great place to start is with your
child’s coach. This is the individual responsible for teaching the
problem solving process to your child. He or she may have great ideas
about how to get involved and help your child. Your partnership can
communicate and reinforce high expectations at home and school.
Learn more about the topic. Having a solid understanding of
the current topic will help your children contribute to team discussions
and will enhance their writing. You can help build your children’s topic
knowledge by helping them to read the research. Children sometimes
need assistance determining important information to highlight. You can
also ask your children comprehension questions or ask them to
summarize the articles in their own words. Maybe you know a
colleague or another individual in your career network who is a
specialist in the field (for example: an urban planner for the topic
“Megacities”). This person might be able to speak with the FPS
students and contribute a unique perspective. Students can learn a
lot through exposure to local experts.
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“Your children need
your presence more
than your presents.”
~Jesse Jackson~
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Please send your questions
or comments to the
Parent Committee
via Chair,
Deb Woythal at
dwoythal@gmail.com
Thank you to the Nebraska
affiliate for sharing photos for
this edition from their 2011
State Bowl!

Provide writing feedback. The written portion of FPS can often be the most difficult – it’s a
complex skill to get ideas down on paper. Help your child be very clear in the writing. Ask, “What do you
mean by that?” “Can you think of a way we could make that more clear?” “How would that work?” Help
your child use high-level vocabulary words within each sentence. Take caution, though, the students
should be very familiar with any word within their writing so that an unintended meaning could not be
derived from their word choice. Help your child edit the writing. Separate sentences would be preferred
to a long string of ideas that seem to run on for a long time, thereby possibly reducing confusion for the
reader. Assist your children in finding ways to be more elaborate and creative in their descriptions.
Finally, put the “future” in FPS by encouraging your children to add futuristic “twists” to what they write.
CmPS. As a parent of a CmPSer, your role is a facilitator – you may need to provide
transportation, research, and possibly even facilities in which the team might work. Better yet, you may
decide to coach or sponsor your child’s team! When your son or daughter becomes a member of a
CmPS team, he/she will need lots of time to complete tasks that the team decides are essential for the
completion of their projects. Your team will appreciate the support - whether it be taking the team to a
school board meeting, donating supplies for a presentation, or videotaping the team for a public service
announcement they’re creating.
Scenario Writing. Your child’s scenario writing will be judged on creative thinking, futuristic
thinking, idea development, style/voice, character development, mechanics, and topic-related research.
Your child’s coach will probably be able to share the scoresheet criteria/rubric with you, so you can see
more specific indicators. Ask your child to share his/her writing and be affirmative about the efforts. You
may be able to read your child’s scenario and give constructive feedback in a positive manner, which
emphasizes the child’s successes. Scenario writers will continually amaze you with their breadth of
knowledge, creativity, and insight. High expectations from you produce better results.
Final thoughts. Children learn through example. Your interest in and enthusiasm for FPSPI is
infectious! You can be a powerful model to help your child build confidence as a problem solver when you
play an active role. If you are excited about their involvement, your children will be eager to develop
critical and creative thinking skills through FPS.
• Ask your children about their team, the topic, their research, their projects, their booklet, and
any field trips they’re taking.
• Help your children with organization – do they have their FPS materials? Do they have any
assignments to complete?
• Many coaches would appreciate parental involvement with various FPS events. Can you
provide snacks for an FPS meeting? Does the coach need a parent driver for an after
school activity? Can you volunteer to join the team at your Affiliate Bowl as a skit coach? Is
there an FPS parent group that you could join or start to help fundraise for special activities
and expenses?

Happy Holidays
to all of our
FPSPI Families!
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